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The Mission of F3 is to plant, grow and serve small
workout groups for men for the invigoration of
male community leadership. 
The Credo: 
Leave no man behind,
but leave no man
where you find him. 

The 5 Core Principles: 
   1. Free of charge
   2. Open to all men
   3. Held outdoors
   4. Peer led
   5. End with COT

-  RALPHY EMERSON



The Dog Days of summer are upon us, and the Jax Region continues to “Accelerate” despite the
hot and humid conditions.  We are past the mid-year point so always good to do a quick
review of the “state of F3 Jax”.   Overall, we have had some very solid numbers attending the
workouts across the region, launching new workouts and we also have quite a few Pax training
for both team and individual events in the fall like the Blue Ridge Relay, half Ironman races,
full Ironman races, marathons, ultra-marathons, and Spartan races. In the Fitness category, the
Jax Pax are putting challenging things on the calendar, taking the daily red pill, and absolutely
getting after it! Inspiring stuff gents! T-Claps! 

Words from the Nant'an
BY SAIGON SAM
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Speaking of inspirational, we also had a great turnout of Pax at MD Anderson on July 5th to
celebrate Heisenberg ringing of the bell. This was a great display of the love and Fellowship of
the men of F3 Jax rallying to support one of our beloved Pax.  It was also a great display of the
amazing Faith of Heisenberg as he has handled this challenge with courage, fortitude, and
grace. I for one, was very happy that I had sunglasses on (I’m not crying…you’re crying)!  Big
thanks to Snuffy for organizing with Heisenberg’s M, Joye, and for somehow keeping it a
surprise up until the moment he exited the hospital and finally, for the incredible video
footage from Bada Bing and subsequent compilation put together by the F3 Nation’s Comz
team. As we say often, this is way more than a workout!

"I couldn't do this without my faith. But you're part of my faith. F3 is part of it. F3 is a gift from
God. 
Everyone of you matters. This is the best present you could have given me- just to show up. And
that's the best present we can give each other- to show up." 

https://youtu.be/rHjGt7jkggg -Heisenberg 

https://youtu.be/rHjGt7jkggg


In closing, the Region is firing on all cylinders, but we must always remember how
importance of the new guy. On a recent Nation Nant’an call Slaughter emphasized engaging
and encouraging the new Pax and reaching out to them after to help get them get into the
middle of the herd. Men in our communities need F3 just like we all did when we first arrived.
There is a reason why they show up at F3 and chances are they were looking for something
beyond just fitness just like we all did. They need to feel welcomed and part of the group
when they arrive, and we can’t forget about them if they miss a few workouts. Invite them to
coffeteria, Q Source discussions, F2 events etc. As Slaughter stated during the call, we have a
lot of important things going on in the regions and around the world but the most important
thing we can do every day is to make the new guy feel welcome. He paraphrased a Maya
Angelou quote “I’ve learned that people will forget what you said, people will forget what
you did, but people will never forget how you made them feel.” I would add to Slaughter’s
message, that we need to make an extra effort to reach out to the Pax that have not shown
up in a while and encourage them to come back out. Offer to pick them up, workout by their
side and get them back in the middle of the herd! Thanks for all you do to make this region
great!
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Semper Fi & SYITG,
Saigon Sam

Nant'an, continued...
As we often say, F3 is a leadership group disguised as a workout group and one way to
practice leadership skills is to Q a workout.  That said, we often have the same faces Q’ng
workouts and although many of them do a great job, we need to get more Pax involved in the
rotation to keep men accelerating as leaders. We are currently in the third quadrant of the Q
Source, the Lead Right.  Leaders leading leaders!  During our recent SLT meeting we discussed
how we can get more men to Q workouts, and we came up with a couple ideas.  First, each
Site Q is going to organize a Q School to teach Pax how to organize a workout and answer
any questions they might have.  TClaps to Feud for setting up the first one at Asgard recently!   
Second, we decided to have a VQ Week during the 2nd week of August (8/8 – 8/13). All AOs to
participate and Every Q is a VQ or Co-Q.  This will be an exciting week and a great way for the
PAX to accelerate, grow and practice leadership.  Let’s all pump up and support the men who
sign up to Q during VQ week! 



42 strong, including 2.0s
celebrated America's
birthday at HardNocs during
a professional Q by Left
Turn. 

F3JAX welcomed FNG’s
LilMoFO, NutMeg, and
Kneecap.

If your AO hasn't had a 2.0
day- do it. Let them see their
fathers lead and be part of
something bigger.

JULY 4TH

FACES OF LEADERSHIP



Asgard
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The Asgardians have had a busy summer, even temporarily re-locating AO’s at times. In May
the pax planted the Asgard flag at the Best Bet Poker Room for a beatdown prior to
participating in the Clay County Youth Life Hula Hustle 5K down River Road. To help our
brother Big Bird train for the BRR, the pax intermittently move Bifrost to take on the Hilltop
hill at the end of Wells Road. 

Our home base at Thunderbolt has seen its fair share of summertime activity as well. First day
after school ended, the pax brought the youths out for a 2.0 Day. The 21 pax, with 8 FN“K”s,
crushed the beatdown that included a playground obstacle course, the Bifrost Rock-Paper-
Scissor-Merkin bridge, and a little game of Burpee Ball. The pax celebrated the 2nd
Anniversary of F3 in Fleming Island in July with a beatdown by two of our very own HIM Roddy
and Woodshed.  F3 Sun Coast’s 1776 Patriot Games made its way to Asgard in July, and Gadot
joined Roddy in crushing the Sasquatch. Not our Sasquatch, but the F3 ENC Crossbones’
CSAUP. In addition, Animal and Mello made their VQ and they were terribly awesome.

This summer treated Asgard good… very good. Over the last three months, the Fleming Island
pax have welcomed seven FNGs. Maxwell, Mud Flaps, Magnolia, Old School, Six Mill, CHiPs, and
M.O.A.B. all made their F3 debut at Asgard this summer. With growth like that, the future
continues to look bright for F3 in Clay County.

-FEUD

AO UPDATES



P H O T O  B Y  M A R T I N  R .  S M I T H

HardNocs & Badlands

-Left Turn -Terminator 

Running and rucking still very active 
JAX PAX going downrange visiting other
AOs while working or vacationing 
Fun 2.0-friendly workouts 
Great beach workouts 
Hat Trick is prepping for the IRONMAN
70.3 in Augusta, GA in September 
Tackleberry's United Kingdom vacation 
Thumper's New England vacation 
Hat Trick, Snaggle and Terminator
continue to visit the Duval Regional
Juvenile Detention Center to mentor
incarcerated youth 
More awesome travels and exploration for
Penguin 
Left Turn was featured in Terminator's real
estate publication as the July 'Rising Star'
in Jacksonville Real Producers
Aquaman celebrated 28 years of marriage 
D-Day injured his finger 
Tackleberry's incredible sarong (must see
photo)
Celebrated Full Monty's "double respect"
birthday in July; also watched Full Monty
referee Terminator's son's (T2) basketball
game 

It's been a spectacular summer so far at
Badlands. PAX are making an impact outside
of the workouts by EHing guys, mentoring,
volunteering, vacationing with family, and
more. 

IHey there hard chargers. Hard Nocs summer
is in full swing. It's hot. It's humid. And this
thing is working.

F3 is a force. The sooner we embrace what
this thing really is the sooner we can change
the world. Not just hyperbole. F3 really can
change the world. One man at a time. But it
starts with each of the PAX contributing to
the mission.

This is a leadership group with the focus of
making our communities better.

Six pack abs have never changed the world.
But strong willed men with morals have.

The world needs more masculinity not less.
We have a responsibility to serve those
around us. A responsibility to lead by
example and pour into our communities.

Part of F3 is evangelistically recruiting and
encouraging FNGs to come join us in the
gloom. The "sell" can be simple. Come hang
with us. 

Always connect with PAX who haven't posted
in a while. Tell them the gloom misses them
and remind them why we're here.

F3 can change the world, but it's not going to
happen passively. 
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Chop Shop
Previously you read about what ChopShop has
to offer; Septum’s coffee on Tuesday, on-site
police protection, and is under padlock nightly.
Well, now new lightbulbs have been installed.
Now we can see what each other actually looks
like or can read the dry erase board which is
becoming more common. If (when) you post at
ChopShop you might even see an owl, a mole or
the space station cross the sky. 

With the occasional excuses of out for work, out
on vacation, or hernia procedures, you ‘ll be
posting with a great group of guys that regularly
post. The one rumor we must dispel of
ChopShop is that it floods or wet, sure there is a
constant puddle in the parking lot but not in the
fields. Aside from near 100% humidity, you’ll be
dry as a bone.

Q Source for ChopShop typically is at the
Starbucks at the crotch of San Jose and St.
Augustine road. But what we have done,
depending on who can make it or not is have an
alternate location or two, closer to someone’s
home. This will allow someone to join who
might not be able to make it due to time.  We
are currently reading and discussing Own Your
Past, Change your Future and there has been
great conversation around this including
homework weekly. Most of the PAX have even
recalled some stories about them (read the book
to find out what we mean) that have been with
the most of their life. 

We invite JAXPAX to change your future and
post at ChopShop.   

- LIFO

Poseidon

What do you want them to know?
How do you want them to feel?
What do you want them to do?

- PAPA SMURF

As with any group of humans, every AO-Q in the
Jax region has different strengths and
weaknesses. Thus, when it comes time for Your
Humble Correspondent (YHC) to gather AO
updates, I know that some AOs will always be
difficult, while others will be on time and on task.
The venerable Papa Smurf falls into his own
category. A hillbilly Mountain Dew tweaker from
Kentucky, he is often confounded by the vagaries
of 21st century life. His updates are never long
and often devolve into the incoherent ravings of
a man attempting to cope with the ravages of
age. I think perhaps this month represents his
deepest and best work.

EDITOR'S NOTE: 

P.S. If you ever see Papa out and about with his
lovely family, make sure to ask him if those are
his grandkids...It makes him smile. 
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Downtown
All men?

“I’m here to work out with a bunch of my friends” was the response to the inquisitive man’s
question. But then he suddenly left. Was working out was not on his agenda that day or did Lego
just not do a very good job at EH’ing? Or did something get lost in translation?

F3 is for all men however not all men are for F3. And in the downtown AO’s we’ve seen some
‘dudes’ that fit that last description. Oh, we’ve tried to EH them, but to no avail. 

Like Steve for instance. He showed up at Memorial Park one Saturday and would have joined
had he dressed for it. But the classic black dress and stilettos he was wearing were not
conducive to murder bunnies. Next time Steve.

Or this guy we dubbed Napping Man, again at Memorial Park. As Toxic is a spiritual man, he was
lifting his arms in prayer to move this somnambulant hopeful into action. It didn’t work. And
Toxic stewed on that the rest of the workout. He was pretty upset about it. 

Hey Big Papi almost had an FNG. We were in warmups and he was beckoned over but stopped
in his tracks. He was having second thoughts and it wasn’t until Big Papi warned him “Not to let
the grass get in your way” that he turned tail and skedaddled back from whence he came. 

Recently though in the parking lot behind the Southside Library, there have been a smattering
of F3 hopefuls waiting in their cars for an invitation to work-out with us. Some have even gotten
there early, wondering around the racquetball and basketball court practicing their monkey
humping skills. Clearly, they’ve been watching. Yearning as it were for a strapping hunk of a
man…. like Hey Big Papi to invite them to work out with us. 

It’s possible Lego misheard the FNG’s question or that the man misspoke. Doubtful. The
question was “Are you here to give or receive…...?” 

Communion? Bread? Advice? Let’s leave it at that, however if the dude ever does show up to
post, we know what his F3 Name would be... “You got a real Purdy Mouth!”

STEVENAPPING MAN LEGO'S PLAYGROUND FRIEND 
"PURDY MOUTH"

- BOWZER



The Boonies continue to grow and have impressive attendance — so much so that HIMs like
Extinguisher and Updraft have decided it’s time to expand and launch The Fort at Fort
Family Park on August 27. Addition by Division I think is what this is called!

After a bit of a “F3 is not a consumer organization” admonition from Site Q Scholls about the
necessity of others to step up and lead, we’ve seen quite a few newer guys take on a Q and
run with it. Mr. Magoo has really taken to Qing regularly and his beatdowns are impressive —
where some pax take pleasure in doling out the pain, Magoo’s beatdowns have been well
rounded and put together leaving pax knowing they’ve attended a damn good workout
while still being able to function the rest of the day! On the flip side, we have Hooker who
has decided to be a sado-masochist with his logs and poles (shocker, a dude named Hooker
enjoying poles…) -- I’ll just say that one unfortunate beatdown led to me letting go of the 4th
F in frustration (Heisenberg would not have been happy).

We have had the pleasure of introducing quite a few new FNGs to the beauty of F3 — and one
of them, Potty Mouth (the story that led to his naming is disgusting, I won’t go into detail)
shared these words to describe what F3 has meant to him:

“Twister asked me to join months ago. My body is shot from 10 years of service and
commercial diving. Then I was hit with a life changing situation. A situation to where I
needed guidance and leadership from men who have experienced adversity. I was looking
for a specific group. Not just a gym. F3 spoke to me and in the month I have been a member.
I have loved every minute. Especially the COT and prayer at the end of our workouts. I love
how F3 lives the motto of leave no man behind, but leave no man where you found him. F3
was one of the best decisions I have made in a long time.” 

Potty Mouth has promptly EHed a few pax of his own and we’re looking forward to his VQ!
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Boondocks
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Boondocks, cont...

-DOINK

Gauntlet has become a quasi double down AO — 0530 sees Woodchuck often leading running
(it’s silly I know) while 0630 has seen quite a few of the young guys step up and lead the
traditional bootcamp beatdown. Tazz, Son of Sam, and others have become regulars at this
AO and have helped to drive the average age down to around 20 years old or so. 

Q Source on Tuesdays after Thunderdome has a solid number of regulars and quite a few
ShieldLock groups have sprung up amongst the Boonies crew since the convergence in early
Summer. The area is growing and we look forward to more growth and more pax to welcome
into the fold. 

I should point out that one of the struggles with lots of growth is the potential to let newer
pax fall between the cracks — so it is important to get new guys connected as much as
possible. We try to make it a point to not only invite them immediately to Slack and the
messaging groups, but also to get their number and reach out to them directly…I know I’m
trying to be better at following up with guys that have come out and then fell away. 

We always say the 2nd F is the Glue and that continues to be true with Updraft leading the
2FQ: setting up Shrimp game outings, every other week Happy Hours at Wicked Barley, and
just generally “let’s grab lunch” we’re seeing more opportunities for get togethers which only
strengthens these bonds we have created. Add in Fifty and his (ear splitting) rendition of
Hotel California at his respect birthday or Botox coordinating Pax + Ms night out and things
are going great in the Boondocks area. 

Credo Ridin
When one uses the first part of the F3 Credo to avoid working hard. Staying with the 6 with a
primary motivation of laziness rather than upholding the credo to 'leave no man behind.' Only the
PAX taking this action can understand and evaluate their internal motivation. 

"Hey, my vaginitis is flaring up again, so I'm going to stick with the 6 on this run," said the Credo
Rider, as he proceeds to run next to 6 without speaking to him, concerned only with himself and
the painful inflammation of his labia. 



2ND F

Who is Dan “D-Day” Triepke?           
First and foremost, a husband, and a father of three wonderful girls living here in Jacksonville FL,

originally from CT with 20 years in NJ, and I’m a “miracle” as a Stroke survivor (8/19/14), but that’s a

long story for another day. And I’m also a grateful recovering sober alcoholic. I came to Florida via

my career at Johnson & Johnson; my career has spanned multiple functions in corporate finance

as well as strategic sourcing, in multiple sectors (electronics, consumer products, pharmaceuticals,

and medical devices) in both small and large corporations. 

What’s behind the D-Day nickname? 
I actually earned the nickname in high school and it just stuck.

It has nothing to do with the invasion of Normandy as many like to assume. It has to do with the

character from Animal House named Daniel Simpson Day or D-Day.D-Day was known for his crazy

driving antics, riding a motorcycle up the steps in the Frat house, Driving the “death mobile”

through the bleachers during graduation, etc. and without boring you with the details of my

multiple vehicular disaster stories, let’s just say that my driving prowess in high school could easily

be compared with the character, I was more than a little crazy and lucky to have never been hurt,

and hence the name. And no, I can’t play the theme to the lone ranger on my throat! 

MEET D-DAY, JAX PAX OF THE MONTH
I N T E R V I E W  B Y  S L A S H
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How did you wind up getting involved in F3?
I came into it straight off the couch surfing circuit. I hate the gym, the atmosphere, the people, the

monotony, and the cost. And I really dislike exercising by myself. For me, it’s very boring and

therefore I could never stay motivated enough to keep up with it. An F3 PAX known as Shirley, we

were friends outside of F3 first, had talked to me about F3 every other month for at least six

months to a year and asked me to come out and give it a try. I would tell him 5:30 am, you’re out

of your mind, you people are bat shit crazy! After the sixth or seventh time, I turned to my M that

evening and said I’m going to go just ONCE just to shut him up. I came, I worked out hard, I didn’t

splash merlot, but I couldn’t run around the parking lot without doing the Lindsey Lohan to catch

my breath. That was in October 2020. I weighed ~220# and I had No physical fitness level. I can

remember not being able to do even 10 Merkins, I would hit muscle failure at 9.  The workout was

over, I was done, I had made my one appearance, Shirley would leave me alone now. But

somebody said, It’s really nice to meet you, I’m glad you’re here, and I hope we will see you next

week! Damn it, they want me to come back? Ahh crap, I’ll think about it, and……….I thankfully, I

came back.



JAX PAX OF THE MONTH, CONTINUED
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And how much do you weigh today?
 191.1 lbs this morning, I’m on a POGO 5 right now, my lowest has been 187, and my target

weight is now 180-185. When I came, I said, if IF the scale would start with a “1” I’d be

happy “199.9” would have sufficed. But when I reached that, I kept setting bigger and

bigger goals. I came to F3, not very motivated by exercise at all. However, I came and the

F1 hooked me and enjoyed the camaraderie and the push (the 2nd F), guys like Bada Bing,

Narco and many others, they lift you up, they say things on a mosey like, “come on, you

got this” and motivate you to push harder than you ever would have exercising on your

own, I’ve been here a year and a half, and everyone still continues to push and motivate

each other in a very positive way. That’s a big part of what made me want to come back,

even though I was absolutely miserable at the end of the first day, I was so damn sore,

but thought Wow, I want to do that again!  I really welcome, I was with a bunch of

strangers that I felt like I had been friends with for years. It’s kind of hard to understand

how that happens. I also started to see physical changes in myself rather quickly, losing

the weight (15lbs in the first 2 months). This led to me beginning to gain confidence in

myself. The Hard-Nocs crew likes to joke, D-Day has his shirt off again. Well, I’ll tell you

why. When I was a kid, if we were playing any sport, shirts and skins, and I wasn’t on the

shirts team, I wouldn’t play. I didn’t like the way I looked, I lacked self-confidence and

physical ability and F3 gave me the belief in my physical ability and body that I never had.

Instead of 6 pack abs, I always had a Coors Light beer-ball under my shirt!  Today, I may

not have 6 pack abs (yet), but ’m no longer embarrassed to take off my shirt, that is unless

Left Turn is present, in which case it’s still embarrassing.

From there, it was two workouts a week, then three, then four, then doubling down 2x

week. Then it was an occasional Dolly before the workout. Now I typically hit 6-7

workouts a week. I can honestly say that I am in the best physical shape of my entire life, I

got the bug because I saw the results, I was having fun and I enjoyed the people.

F3 also filled a void in my life. I’m a sober alcoholic with 3.5 years of sobriety, so I already

have a great group of men in my life that allow me to have fellowship and friendship at a

level most men do not. However, F3 filled a gap that AA didn’t provide which is the fitness

aspect. A lot of the rest of the F3 concepts are very similar to AA in my opinion. Concepts

like the whetstone and the blade to name one are like a sponsor and a sponsee, you’re AO

is a lot like your home group, etc. The fellowship and the faith are also similar; I found it

to be very complimentary to my program and it put a brand-new group of likeminded

HIM (High Impact Men) in my life that I know I can count on. F3 also became part of my

journey to health and has accelerated that voyage. As I mentioned earlier Aug 19th, 2014, I

had a massive stroke, I had to learn to walk again and all sorts of other physical and

mental challenges had to be overcome. I went from having to recover from a stroke, to

recovering from alcohol addiction Nov 30 2018, to quitting smoking 3/13/20, to being

stuck on the couch, to joining F3 (October 2020) which led me to running my first 10k in

my entire life just a little over a year after my first workout in the gloom. It’s been a long

and somewhat incredible personal journey to health and wellness and has definitely

transformed me into a better man. 



JAX PAX OF THE MONTH, CONTINUED
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Am I done? Absolutely not, I still want to continue to accelerate and push myself, if you

are not accelerating, you are decelerating. Not that I want to give any props to Dark

Helmet (his ego is big enough), but at the 10 year he asked the question “WHOSE

MOTIVATED” (way too many times), but I can tell you my response is…… IM MOTIVATED!

The next phase of this for me, I want to continue to pay it forward, I’ve EH’d 4 PAX in the

last two weeks and it feels great to see them get excited about F3 because I know it can

help to change their lives as it did for me if they let it. There is no guarantees, like

everything in life, what you put into it is what you get out of it.  Lastly, I would also like to

take that next step and get more involved in Q Source and the other aspects of F3, I’d like

to start a Friday group with some other JAX PAX. 

Five Things About D-Day

President, you admire most? 
Trump, because he wasn’t a politician. He broke that barrier and didn’t have to follow all

the politician rules, that same path. He did what he wanted to do without being beholden

to the donors purse strings. Do I agree with everything he did, not at all, but I admire he

had the balls to stand up against the political machine and actually win. 

 

First concert you went to?
The Steve Miller Band, around 1988 at Lake Compounce in CT. I’ve seen Steve Miller

roughly seven times. However the best concert was Queensryche, 2nd row center at the

New Haven Colosseum!

If you were a Lord of the Rings character, which one would you be?
I can really relate to Gimli, the dwarf. He had short legs and therefore didn’t run well (like

me) so to quote him “I'm wasted on cross-country. We Dwarves are natural sprinters. Very

dangerous over short distances.” 

 

Best advice you ever got? 
·That’s a tough question….. Be kind to people; treat people as you would like to be

treated....otherwise, Karma is a bitch!!

Dollar Bill
Consistent (simple & effective) 

Sofa?
Bloomer

Air Bags? 

“Ten”, I mean Teeeennn in (your

best Tennessee accent)

Three Peat? 
Studliest double-

respecter ever

Sand Crab?
Doesn't have pecs like

Three Peat

PAX Word Association



“He is weary. The long days stretch end to end, unbroken in his memory. Thirst, hunger, pain. The wound
he suffered slows him. His shoulders are beginning to collapse under the burden of living. 

But the others cannot know his weakness. It must stay hidden from the group or they will leave him
behind. Or push him out. They must only see strength. Do not limp, do not stumble. No one can know.
Swallow another mouthful of dust and keep moving. Because outside of the herd the danger waits. 

Every night, when darkness covers movement and activities, the danger comes. It comes on silent,
creeping steps. Springing from the black in a silent rush, causing panic. Targeting the ones at the margins
or outside of the herd; those that fall behind as the group scatters and runs. Up until the moment of the
rush the group is together, but it can dissolve in an instant. 

A storm is coming with the dark tonight, and the danger will surely come. The wind is up, covering the
sound of their movements. He fell behind today, so now he is outside of the group as they rest. When the
danger comes they will not wait for him. They will not fight for him. 

In a flash of lightning he sees them come. A tan blur of fangs and claws. The group shatters. Each
individual’s survival dependent only on their ability to avoid capture. He tries to run, but the old wound is
worse tonight and he is slow. He finds himself alone. 

Claws rip into his back and the weight of one brings him to his knees. He tries to fight them, but they are
too many and they drag him down. Fangs clamp down on his throat. He is alone as he dies. 

Be The Buffalo

“Be alert and of sober mind.
Your enemy the devil prowls
around like a roaring lion
looking for someone to devour."
1 Peter 5:8

The lion is an apex predator, a precision killing instrument. But we face an enemy far more
cunning, because he is forced to be. He has been defeated, so a direct attack can be difficult.
But our enemies best tactic is the same as the lion- to isolate. Find the sick and the injured.
The ones outside of the group and alone. But he differs from the lion in that our enemy is a
master deceiver. The antelope are never tempted to voluntarily leave the herd and follow the
lion. To follow a shiny lie alone into the dark.

Unlike the antelope who knows the herd means safety, such is the pride of man that it is
difficult to even realize when we are outside of the herd. Pride tells us ‘I got this.’ Enticing us
to go it alone. And once you have followed lure of pride away from the herd into the darkness,
his other weapons are more effective. In F3 we call some of these weapons our Jesters. Our
greatest temptations and stumbling blocks. Our Jester is never defeated, but our daily battle
to fight. And without the strength in the bonds of the herd, it is an impossible battle to win.
Like the wounded antelope you will find yourself alone in the dark, being drug down by the
enemy. 
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Cape buffalo are different than antelope. Males can grow to almost 2,000 pounds and are
infamous for their aggression. Nicknamed ‘Black Death’ and ‘Widow Maker’ by big game
hunters. When the lions come, calves and the weak are gathered in the middle and all the lion
sees are horns. The animal world's Spartan phalanx. 

“Indirect evidence of the relative safety enjoyed by buffalos in herds is the occasional presence
of blind and crippled individuals in good health,” Estes 1990.

If you aren’t a zoologist that may not hit with how amazing and unusual that is. A blind or
crippled prey animal dies in almost all natural circumstances. They are the ones the lion
targets, the ones that get pushed out or left behind if they are antelope. But the buffalo’s herd
protects them, puts them in the middle. The buffalo on the defensive outer ring sacrificing
safety and taking risks to protect the weak, the old, the very young. 

And when buffalo do run, they remain together. 

“Herds fleeing from predators often crowd close together and run at much less than their top
speed, making it difficult to single out a quarry,” Estes 1990. 

They are protecting the 6. Leaving no buffalo behind. Contrast that with antelope behavior.
The big, strong male antelope will sometimes actively push sick or old animals out of the
herd, because they attract predators. So they hide the fact that they are hurt or sick until they
are almost dead. Then when the lion comes, it is every antelope for itself and they are
exposed. 

Be The Buffalo, cont...

Our lion is always out there, seeking someone to devour. And throughout our lives we will find
ourselves in many roles- the strong, the weak, secure as a member of a strong herd, and
vulnerable on the periphery. 

Look around your AO, workplace, church, family, neighborhood, and look at yourself. Who is
visibly injured and alone? But more likely for men, who is hiding their injury, telling
themselves "I got this" as they stumble alone closer and closer to the lion waiting in the dark?
Who needs to come into the middle of the herd?
Be the buffalo.  

-JUMANJI

Estes, R.D. (1990). The behavior guide to African mammals: including hoofed mammals, carnivores,   
       primates. University of California Press. 
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3RD F
The summer has started off well at The Farm with volleyball games and fellowship, along with
a pizza night or two. Been having great conversations and fellowship with the men there but
as we got into the heat of the summer lately it has been harder and harder to get together
with the men of The Farm. Many of them work long hours during the week doing manual
labor and also most Saturdays. Because of this most of them are gone on Saturday and the
few that remain have been sleeping in due to their long work schedules. Completely
understandable but this has led to putting a pause on F3 going to The Farm. Can’t do
mornings as I said most are gone so have been doing Saturday later afternoons. Even that has
been a struggle with both getting cooperation from fellow F3 ers and from the Farm men as
they mostly want to sleep or be in their rooms after working all day. We have made good
progress there over the last year and a half but need to continue to look for ways to stay
connected to the men. I’m open to any and all suggestions from the PAX. Hit me up on slack
if anything comes to mind. I will plan on setting up a date in August to have a volleyball get
together and hope we can get some involvement from both F3 and The Farm men. Stay
tuned. Thanks to everyone.

TRINITY AND THE FARM

-CHECK PLEASE

** Numbers of PAX serving on Fridays at TRM
have slipped. Please step up and serve. Sign-
up here **

Everything has been going well at Trinity Rescue Mission. Besides having several different
cooks in the morning over the past few months the men are always welcoming and
appreciate our service. I have been collecting funds just to assist with buying staples for the
kitchen such as sugar, grits, oatmeal, spices/seasoning etc.. Lately it has been mainly myself
serving. I am encouraging other Pax to find an opportunity to come down on Friday mornings.
You can spend 15 minutes if that’s all you have to give. Remember our mission as F3ers-To
plant, grow and serve small men's workout groups to Reinvigorate Male Community
Leadership. Aye! 

-EXTINGUISHER

https://forms.gle/nuiBc7NALQEpkHwZA
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A little known benefit of volunteering for K9s for
Warriors is that our very own bard Slash will
immortalize you in lyrical ballad. 

EDITOR'S NOTE: 
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July 22
He emerged from the morning mist, a lone silhouette, his sculpted frame radiating, it
seemed, as much from the blazing rays of the morning sun as from a burning determination.
To his family, he is known as Dan. To the brotherhood of F3, he goes by D-Day. But around the
campus of K-9s for Warriors, he is spoken of, in reverential tones, as… The Germinator.
Wielding various cleaning implements with remorseless intensity, D-Day carved a path of
purifying destruction through the dirt and microbial grime that vainly sought refuge in the
vehicle fleet of K9 for Warriors. At his side was the indefatigable Full Monty, offering no
quarter as well to any pathogen that dared cross his path. All told, six vehicles were cleaned
and sanitized today. Well done, and thank you, gentlemen.

-SLASH

May 20
They appear before us, greatness incarnate, capturing our minds and hearts with their
preternatural talents, before ultimately transcending via the passage of time from the here
and now to the stuff of lore and legend. The greatest teams achieve an almost mythical status
in our culture. The 1972 Dolphins… the 1956 Oklahoma Sooners… the 1985 Bears… the 1996
Bulls… and today, the F3 K9s for Warriors Van Washing Crew. Fueled by the presence of
rookies of Hal and Full Monty, the team blew through seven or eight vans (so many that a
dizzied CHECK PLEASE lost count), annihilating any vestige of microbial life and in doing so
achieving the rare “Class 5 Sterilization” designation from the CDC for the entire fleet of
vehicles. I’m pretty sure Tackleberry was weeping with joy. Or perhaps it was just the
humidity pouring down his face. Either way, bravo, gentlemen.

3rd F, cont...

https://f3badlands.slack.com/team/U01DM5XCZFV
https://f3badlands.slack.com/team/UHNHHSK9N
https://f3badlands.slack.com/team/U03F553QGAZ
https://f3badlands.slack.com/team/UHNHHSK9N
https://f3badlands.slack.com/team/U8T4X13LZ
https://f3badlands.slack.com/team/U01RWS0M5UL


Stop putting your shit back in your vehicle before COT. Are
you worried that your Cindy may get moist from the 137%
Florida humidity if it's left outside for 5 extra minutes? You
don't need to change into your flip flops, towel off your balls,
change your shirt, or do anything else that prevents COT
from starting immediately after the workout ends. 

THE 6
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Shit That Irritates Me- Freestyle

-JUMANJI

Do something. Modification is a core tenant of F3, but you
have to modify to something that vaguely resembles
exercise. And again refencing the 137% humidity that is the
6 month curse of all Florida AOs- if you are not profusely
sweating through your underwear by the third minute (or
on the ride to the workout if you're Farah & Farah or
Boucher) you clearly aren't working. And the PAX know. 

PAX that only post to run workouts. I don't have a vote or power or authority of any kind, but I don't
think you should get a F3 name until you come to a bootcamp workout. There are a million run groups
in the world. Meeting to run is better than nothing, but without coming to bootcamp workouts a PAX
can't really understand F3 or be part of the herd. Or if a FNG only posts to run workouts they should be
temporary named "Chaffed nuts, featherweight, band-aid nipples, weight watcher, salon Sam, slim fast,
soccer arms, or Big Bird" until they post to a bootcamp to receive their proper F3 name. 

On a related topic that I have no authority over- if you don't call something in cadence it doesn't count
as a VQ. Leading cadence is hard the first few times, but it is core to being a F3 Q. So when your VQ
comes, don't shy away from hard things....TWSS

Happy clowns. Happy clowns piss me off. "We're just happy to be here and have friends." I know
Fellowship is the glue, more important than fitness and all that jazz (see the buffalo article above), but
don't just be happy to come out and half-ass it everyday. The buffalo that protect each other have to be
strong enough to fight the lions. If all the buffalo are fat and doughy and just happy to be in a herd, but
can't run 10 yards without doubling over and sucking wind, than the lions will eat us. 
It's more than a workout group for sure, but it is still a workout group. So if you've been to more 2nd F
events than CSAUPS over the last year...

There's this book that was written many years ago called 'Freed to Lead.' It was about F3. It describes
how to count cadence, common terms in the lexicon, the story of F3's origin and spread, the 5 Core
Principles, etc. You know what the book doesn't include? Whiteboards, music, or warm-ups. Come to
find out none of that shit is actually necessary to Q a F3 workout. It's not a law or a rule or even a
suggestion that those three things must be included. Is anything wrong with using any of those things
when you Q? Absolutely not. But don't bitch when a Q harkens back to the early days of F3JAX and has
none of it. Maybe he's just pining for those golden years when we weren't happy clown pusscakes who
like to do run workouts and put our shit away before COT. 

Coming up in the next edition of STIM- yoga, stretching, and the elderly. 


